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Abstract
In the context of Question Answering (QA) on free text, we assess the value of answer comparison and information fusion in
handling multiple answers. We report improvements in answer re-ranking using fusion on a set of location questions and show
the advantages of considering candidates as allies rather than competitors. We conclude with some observations about answer
modeling and evaluation methodology, arising from a more recent experiment with a larger set of questions and a greater diversity
of question types and candidates.
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1. Introduction
Much has been written about the qualities of a good question but little about the qualities of a good answer [13].
Although written in the context of medical Question Answering (QA), Ely’s remark is actually more broadly
relevant. Research in automated QA has focused on precisely characterising questions, in order to retrieve correct
answers. This includes deep parsing, use of ontologies, question typing and machine learning of answer patterns
appropriate to question forms. In most of this work, answer candidates are seen as competitors. In contrast, our work
considers relationships between answer candidates, which can be exploited to provide better quality and more user-
oriented answers.
Our research is motivated by a property of QA over free text corpora: Answers can appear in many places and
in many forms. Our general direction is to (1) exploit this property to improve QA accuracy, and (2) investigate
appropriate ways of processing and rendering answers to acknowledge and explain their multiplicity to the end user.
Partially inspired by recent developments in multi-document summarization, we redefine the concept of answer
within an approach to QA based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern of user interface design. In this paper,
we first focus on answer multiplicity, motivating the use of information fusion to organize answering content into
an MVC model. We then show that such modeling can provide useful features for appropriately rendering multiple
and/or complex answers, in terms of both content and media choice.
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two strategies for answer re-ranking from such models. The first strategy sees candidates as competitors and score
them as individuals. The second strategy considers them as potential allies and include additional scoring based on
their mutual relationships. We shows that fusion improves answer re-ranking and is more robust to incorrect answers.
Finally, in Section 4, we discuss issues with answer models we have encountered when considering a larger amount
of candidates and a greater variety of question types. We point out connections between these issues with answer
modeling and current evaluation of QA over free-text.
2. Background
Answer comparison has three motivations. First, the QA task itself has evolved towards performances over un-
structured data. This opens new challenges we describe in the first subsection. The next subsection investigates more
specifically answer multiplicity in open domain QA over free text. We show that questions often have multiple an-
swers, whether they are ‘factoid’ or ‘definition’ questions. The third subsection envisages the possible use of such
multiplicity. The last subsection reviews related work and presents our approach to the problem.
2.1. Evolutions in QA
Automated Question Answering (QA) began as Natural Language Database QA (NLDQA) in the 1960s [16,32],
as a convenient alternative to formal query languages for people who were not database experts. In the mid-1990s, the
emphasis shifted to QA over free text, with work on Reading Comprehension (RC) QA [10,17,21] and open domain
QA [30].
In NLDQA, questions are answered by translating them into a formal database query, evaluating the query against
the database, and then embedding the result in a response that reflects the original question. In contrast, in RCQA and
open domain QA, a question is mapped to a Boolean combination of query terms and/or regular expressions (for string
matching), which is then input to an IR engine which retrieves documents or passages considered relevant. Answer
candidates are then extracted from those retrieved texts and rank-ordered, with the top-ranking candidate chosen as
the answer, i.e. answer candidates are seen as competitors.
QA over unstructured data, as in Reading Comprehension QA [17], TREC QA [30] and web-based QA [3] has
significant problems of answer redundancy: potential answers may appear in many places and in many forms. Even
in RCQA, a question may be answered by more than one phrase from the source text. The redundancy that has helped
web-based QA systems to answer factoid questions [1,3,21,22] takes advantage of the fact that the exact same answer
may appear many times over in the vast collection that constitutes the Web. But in general, the lack of controlled
vocabularies and the absence of data typing on the web means that even the “same answer” may be found in many
forms whose equivalence is not immediately obvious. This problem of distinguishing one truly distinct answer from
another is one reason that systems have difficulty answering list questions (i.e., questions with multiple answers).
Besides, in QA over large heterogeneous collections (such as the web), documents often contain contradictions—
e.g., different attestations as to date Louis Armstrong was born. In contrast, contradictions are absent from NLDQA
systems, where only one distinct way is provided to answer each question.
A third challenge lies in another difference between NLDQA and QA from unstructured data. In NLDQA, there is
a tight coupling between data and the process of translating user questions into queries. This tight coupling has been
used to recognize and eliminate ambiguities in user questions before database access. For example, if an NLDQA
system knows that the object of the verb “read” could be either a title, or an author, where titles and authors are
in different database fields, it can engage the user in disambiguating whether the object of his/her question Which
students have read Herzog? was meant to be the title or the author. In QA from unstructured data however, the
coupling between query formulation and data is much looser, delaying ambiguity recognition until after data access.
TREC QA evaluation of system performance has, to date, ignored these issues. Instead, it simply allows for
different answers by providing a question with more than one answer pattern. These answer patterns match extrac-
tions—substrings contained in the source document. So multiple answer patterns conflate inter alia (1) contradictions
that systems are not meant to adjudicate (e.g. different values found for the population of Surinam); (2) answers at
different granularities (e.g., Glasgow vs. Scotland) or in different metric systems (e.g., Fahrenheit vs. Celsius); or
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anti-apartheid activist”).
In summary, challenges in QA over unstructured data are determined by ambiguity and vagueness in user questions,
and redundancy, variability, and possible contradictory information in the data. We propose to address these issues
by introducing answer comparison in the QA process.
2.2. Multiple answers
Intuition suggests that answering certain types of questions could benefit from answer comparison because of the
different possible ways of answering them. To check this, we investigated cases where different extractions were con-
sidered acceptable answers to questions in TREC QA [29] and in a corpus of reading comprehension tests produced by
the MITRE corporation based on texts from CBC4Kids [21]. For TREC QA, we calculated the percentage of multiple
answers using the patterns provided by NIST judges to evaluate systems. These patterns are regular expressions, one
for each similar answer (in terms of pattern-matching). We counted each separate line of patterns as a separate answer.
The figures are given below. The first thing to note is that the proportion of multiple answers in TREC 11 is signifi-
cantly less because systems were required to give only one answer per question. Nevertheless, several questions still
had more than one distinct answer pattern, as different systems found different correct answers for a given question.
The second thing to note is that, although these figures are actually an under-count (a regular expression may match
several distinct answers), the proportion of multiple extractions is non-negligible and also not proportional to the size
of the corpus (around 3GB for TREC questions, 500 words for CBC questions).
TREC 8 TREC 9 TREC 10 TREC 11 CBC
Question counts 200 693 500 500 481
No answer 2 11 67 56 0
Single answer 129 304 211 378 173
Multiple answers 69 378 222 66 308
% of multiple 34.5 54.5 44.4 13.2 64
Our original intuition concerned types of questions which could be answered in more than one way. To gather data
on this, we also automatically classified questions in the TREC 8 through TREC 10 test sets by their WH-word and
then manually distinguished six classes, representing around half of the initial corpus.
Table 1 shows that definition and cause/effect questions in most cases have more than one acceptable answers. But
the proportion is high for all six question types.
In TREC QA, there is a distinction between ‘factoid’ versus ‘definition’ and ‘list’ questions. For factoids, systems
are required to retrieve only one exact answer. To other questions, the approach is more lenient and systems are
allowed to produce a list of answers with eventually extraneous information. However, as shown by the table above,
such distinction does not always hold. In Section 4, we discuss the current trade-off in QA evaluation, which currently
waffles between a rigid information extraction task (one short exact answer) and a more flexible approach taking into
account more specific QA issues. In the next section, we propose an overview of what one could expect from answers
from a QA system.
Table 1
Distribution of answer patterns per question class
Class # of questions No answer Single answer Multiple answers
who/famous-for 215 3.2% 56.3% 40.5%
when 93 4.3% 51.6% 44.1%
how-adj/adv 107 5.6% 47.7% 46.7%
where 118 1.7% 33.8% 64.5%
why/cause-effect 16 0% 25% 75%
definition 120 5% 14.2% 80.8%
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In their “Roadmap” to future research and development in QA, Burger et al. [6] present what they consider a
desirable answer to the question Where is the Taj Mahal?
If you are interested in the Indian landmark, it’s in Agra, India. If instead you want to find
the location of the Casino, it’s in Atlantic City, NJ, USA. There are also several restaurants
named Taj Mahal. A full list is rendered by the following table. If you click on the location,
you may find the address. [Table omitted]
To produce such an answer, systems need to have solved problems of presentation and ambiguity. With respect to
ambiguity, Burger et al.’s answer to Where is the Taj Mahal? shows that a system has to recognize that its answers fall
into distinct equivalence classes that can be organized into a structured answer of alternative possibilities. From such
analysis, it has then been possible to generate an adequate rendering, e.g. a summary and a table of addresses.
Current QA systems cannot produce Burger et al’s answer because what they return are rank-ordered extractions
such as: Agra, the city of Agra, Atlantic City, NJ, India, each with a pointer to its source document. To move further
towards the kind of answer that Burger et al. [6] envision requires solutions to the following problems:
(1) the identification of multiple and/or complex answers, which may depend on how ambiguous the question is with
respect to the corpus and/or how informative the corpus is on a given topic (e.g., a system may find more in
answer to What is epilepsy? in MedLinePlus (http://medlineplus.gov) or other consumer health web sites than in
the AQUAINT or Reuter’s corpus of news text).
(2) the amount and kind of information to be presented. The end user may prefer a detailed answer to a short answer,
or he might prefer the most frequently occurring answer. But in addition to user preferences, one also needs to
consider the amount of additional context that is needed in order for the user to understand the answer (e.g., it is
not enough to say that there is a Taj Mahal in Atlantic City without providing the context that it is a casino, or that
there is a Taj Mahal in Springfield, Illinois, without saying that it is a restaurant).
(3) the modality in which to cast the presentation. There are many, even simple, factoid questions for which text
alone is not the best medium. For instance, the answer to a question such as Where are diamonds mined? would
probably be best rendered with a map. Although the main problem of the QA community is still how to obtain
correct answers rather than how to render them, it is still a worthwhile and interesting question to pursue.
(4) evaluation of answers that arise from information fusion and rendering—i.e., where simple regular expression
pattern matching is no longer sufficient.
Inspired by recent developments in multi-document summarization and standards in user interface developments,
we propose a technique based on information fusion to achieve these goals. In the next section, we review previous
research on information fusion and answer relationships. We introduce the Model-View-Controller design pattern of
user interface to address the problems of content selection and answer rendering.
2.4. Related work and proposed framework
2.4.1. Information fusion
Information fusion is a term that refers to the merging of information that originates from different sources. In
multi-document summarization, which has similar problems of data redundancy and heterogeneity in data as QA over
large corpora, Mani and Bloedorn [23] have proposed a graph-based technique to identify similarities and differences
among documents in order to construct a summary, while Barzilay et al. [2] report a technique based on information
fusion to generate new sentences summarizing information dispersed in several documents.
In QA, Girju [15] demonstrated the benefit of answer fusion to retrieve list of correct answers. Her approach is
top-down, directed by question type (cause, effect and definition) for which relational patterns, such as X caused by
Y, were pre-computed to unfold a dynamic ontology from the extractions found in the search corpus.
In this paper, we will assess the value of a bottom-up approach to fusion without pre-computing relational patterns.
We propose instead to identify generic relations that can hold between answers.
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Relationships between answers
Webber et al. [31] Buchholz and Daelemans [5]
answers determined to be equivalent
(mutually entailing)
different measures, different designations,
time dependency
answers that differ in specificity (one-
way entailing)
granularity
answers that are mutually consistent
but not entailing can be replaced by
their conjunction (aggregation)
collective answers
answers that are inconsistent, or alter-
native answers
many answers, ambiguity in the question,
different beliefs
2.5. Relationships between answers
There are infinitely many relations that could hold (1) between a question and its answers candidates, and (2)
among answers candidates.
Relations between question and answers have been studied in the context of question typing and several strategies
have been proposed. Ontologies are helpful to anticipate the type of the answer, especially Named Entities (e.g.
location questions or questions asking for a person name). Prager et al. [26] describe the use of WordNet hypernyms
to answer definition questions. Girju [15] focused on cause-effect relationships, as well as hypernym relations for
definition questions.
There are fewer studies on the relationships that could occur between answers. We see two kinds of research in that
area. In one hand, there are several reports [4,8] on using answer redundancy and frequency, i.e. answer equivalence,
to help answer selection. On the other hand, research such as Buchholz and Daelemans [5] and Webber et al. [31] have
proposed different formalizations of answer relations to handle multiple and/or complex answers. Table 2 proposes a
comparison of the two.
Both approaches assume that the system has found correct answers and the considered relations are between correct
answers only. Our approach considers a full input, i.e. including correct and incorrect candidates as well as question
words. For that reason, we also prefer the term information fusion rather than answer fusion (Girju), as our modeling
involves fusing extractions that are not always correct answers. This is a realistic claim for two reasons: (1) QA is
still far from providing 100% accurate answer extractions1 and (2) an answer can be composed of elements that,
considered independently, are not answers (e.g. the unit measure in an answer indicating a quantity) and related
candidates, although not fitting the answer type (e.g. Morse/1844 for When was the telegraph invented?), can also
help answering.
Instead of defining relational templates such as, for a time question about an event, search for place names or actors
related to a given date, we propose to look at two generic relationships: equivalence and inclusion.
2.5.1. User-oriented QA
Our objective is to move further towards a better recognition and representation of multiple answers by (1) fusing
information and comparing candidate extractions and (2) producing appropriate answers in terms of both content and
rendering. To engineer such answers, we propose to apply the Model-View-Controller design pattern to QA.
The MVC2 is a design pattern used mostly to solve difficulties encountered when designing graphical user inter-
faces (GUIs). Its primary goal is to facilitate interactions between the end user and the data being manipulated.
As shown in Fig. 1, the model is a formal representation of the data to be processed. Views are user-oriented
representations of the model. For example, recent HTML editors provide both a user view showing the rendered web
page and a programmer view showing the code used to produce the page. Views are dynamic and can be updated on
1 The best score on factoid questions at TREC QA 13 was 77%, the median score being 17%, which shows that the average QA system perfor-
mance is still low.
2 MVC was introduced by Trygve Reenskaug at Xerox Parc in the 70s, but the first significant paper is Krasner and Pope [20].
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demand. The controller acts to inform the model of possible changes and select the information to be propagated to
the user. The rendering is then accordingly updated.
The MVC-based approach to QA establishes a clear distinction between (1) extractions, (2) the normalized entities
they denote and the relationships between them—i.e., the model in MVC terms—and (3) views of the model, which
captures the fact that the same answer can be expressed in various ways: short, detailed, in context, with alternative
answers, and in different modes: picture, video, sound, text, speech, or a formal data structure. Within this framework,
an answer is a structured object contained in the model and retrieved by a strategy to build a view. This strategy is
comparable to the controller in MVC in the role it plays between the model and the front-end user, in terms of what
content should be provided and how to render it.
In Information Retrieval (IR), several “views” have already been proposed. Instead of a sorted documents, Cugini
et al. [9] provide results in a three dimensional space and relates neighbour results. WEBSOM [18] uses the Self-
Organizing Map algorithm to cluster results into neighbourhoods sharing similarities. The new IR engine, Clush3,
proposes results clustered by relations. For instance a query such as car returns a list of sorted documents and topic
areas classified by relations. For example, the topic Parts of for this query contains: air bag, accelerator, automobile
engine, auto accessory.
QA has not yet considered the issue of views, as evaluation only considers the correctness of extractions (answers
being checked using regular expressions). Now, Agra, India and Atlantic City are all correct extractions to the question
Where is the Taj Mahal? But a view that recognizes Agra and India as part of the same answer will require a more
formal notion of what an answer is—not just to produce answers, but also to evaluate them.
The MVC provides a fitting framework for QA. The next section describes how we integrate information fusion as
a modeling technique for the MVC design pattern.
2.6. QA answer modeling
To experiment with model generation and rendering in QA, we have implemented an MVC-compliant software,
called QAAM (QA Answer Model). It generates an answer model from a question and a list of answer candidates. We
represent a model as a directed graph in which nodes correspond to entities projected from the question and candidate
extractions and edges convey relationships between them. The graph represents the fusion of information contained in
the set of extractions. To generate such a model, two steps are required: (1) normalizing the extractions to be projected
as nodes into the model and (2) discovering relationships (equivalence and inclusion) between them. Once a model
is built, different views of the final answer can be retrieved from the graph via the controller. The following section
reports the results of our first experiment in information fusion within an MVC framework, also providing more detail
about our current system along the way.
3. Experiment
3.1. Objectives
The goal of this experiment was to assess the value of answer candidate comparison. As mentioned above, a
traditional approach is to consider candidates as competitors and score each of them separately. Here, we propose to
3 http://www.clush.com.
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consider candidates as potential allies and to assign a score taking into account their mutual relationships. In order to
measure the value of such score, we compared two strategies for answer candidate re-ranking:
• a baseline scoring candidates according to their relation with question nodes (candidates as competitors).
• a fusion-based strategy using the baseline score plus a score based on relationships between candidates themselves
(candidates as allies).
Fig. 2 schematizes both strategies.
The hypothesis is as follows: Since multiple correct answers are not a rare case and if we find a way of cluster-
ing them automatically, a strategy based on fusion, i.e. taking into account answer connectivity, should improve the
baseline results.
A second objective of this experiment was to assess the actual feasibility of answer comparison, with in my mind
two questions:
(1) How will fusion perform with the given amount of incorrect answer candidates (at least 50%)?
(2) Are the relationships used for fusion (equivalence, inclusion) adequate for answer re-ranking?
3.2. Data set
We selected those questions from TREC 8 to 11 that ask for locations and for which there was an obvious inclusion
or entailment relationship between a word of the question and the expected answer (Where is X? X is part of 〈answer〉
or 〈answer〉 ‘includes’ X). We have already seen (Table 1) that nearly two thirds of such questions have more than one
possible answer in the document set. In addition, spatial relationships are well covered in resources such as WordNet.
We defined the task as a re-ranking problem to assess the performance of answer comparison in terms of answer
correctness. The system takes as input a question and a list of extractions, generates a graph and outputs an ordered list
of strings, each corresponding to different node. The highest ranked string is then evaluated against the TREC answer
patterns. The experiment compares two different ways of sorting nodes from the graph: (1) the baseline considers
answer nodes as competitors while (2) fusion considers relationships between answers.
For each question, we generated a set of extractions meant to closely resemble those given by an actual system.
Correct extractions were generated from the TREC correct judgments using NIST patterns, and incorrect extractions,
by selecting randomly a span of one to four tokens from answers judged to be incorrect. For each question, we selected
5 incorrect answers and 1 to 5 correct answers, depending on the number of correct judgments. 44.7% of the questions
had one correct answer, 17.6% had two, 12.9% had three, only 3.5% had four and 21.3%, five. While between 50%
and 87% of the extractions associated with each question correspond to incorrect answers, nevertheless, as in Table 1,
more than half of the questions had several correct answers. The data set is thus representative of the kind of answers
one could expect from a rather good QA system built for TREC.
3.3. System architecture
Our software, QAAM (QA Answer Model), is based on the MVC design pattern. Its architecture is based on two
mains components: (1) a model generated from unstructured data (question and answer candidates) and (2) a set of
functions in charge of controlling and rendering, i.e. given a task or a user preference, a rendering function will be
selected to retrieve appropriate information from the model and cast it into an adequate medium. As mentioned in
the previous section, on the long run, it would be adequate to include a more dynamic interaction between views
(rendering) and the model. For instance, user feedback would allow for the model to be enriched or updated according
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Regular expressions POS symbols
(NNP?S?)+ NNP proper name (singular)
(NNPS?)+ of DT (NNP?S?)+ NNPS proper name (plural)
JJ (NNPS?)* NN common name (singular)
(NNS?)+ of DT (NNS?)+ NNS common name (plural)
(NNS?)+ of (NNS?)+ JJ adjective
(NNPS?)+ of (NNP?S?)+ DT determiner
Fig. 4. N-gram POS/token patterns.
to further user feedbacks or requests (dialog QA). At the current stage, we do not propose such interaction and the
rendering task is limited to a sorted list of nodes.
Fig. 3 presents the architecture of the current system.
The two strategies we assess derive from the same model. Only the retrieval of answers differs. In the two next
sections, we describe (1) how we generate models and (2) how each strategy differ from each other.
3.4. Automated generation of answer models
Our software takes as input a question and a collection of the corresponding extractions, all of which are assumed
to have been tokenized and Part-of-Speech (POS) tagged (here POS-tagging using MXPOST [27]).
What is projected can be a token, a word or a multi-word expression. In our experiment, nodes were projected from
nominal phrases from the question and the answer extractions, by matching token and POS n-grams (Fig. 4). Most
extractions in TREC are NP phrases including numbers. Projecting nominal phrases (without numbers) was sufficient
to cover our dataset.
For instance, given the following question and answer extractions:
QAAM projected the following nodes: continent, Scotland (from the question), and Europe, EDINBURGH, Africa,
Ireland, Africa, Scotland from the extractions.
Nodes are represented as features (i.e. attribute-value pairs of linguistic annotation) so that annotation can be used
during the comparison process. For instance the node Europe:
{ token = Europe}
; pos = NNP
; type = answer_node
}
has a set of three features containing information on the token itself, its POS-tag (pos) and its source (answer_node,
i.e. answer candidate, to be opposed to a question_node).
From this set of nodes, a directed graph is built using different resources to discover relationships between nodes.
Relations are used to label edges between them.
To identify equivalence, we used techniques based on string matching, acronym recognition and synonyms from
WordNet [24]. An inclusion relationship is drawn between two nodes when
(1) one of three pointers (hypernymy/hyponymy, part of or member of) exists between their correspond-
ing entries in WordNet, and
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Extractions Europe
EDINBURGH
Africa
Ireland
in Africa
Scotland
Fig. 5. Question and answer extractions set.
Fig. 6. What continent is Scotland in? Inclusion is an edge with one arrow, equivalence is a straight line. A bold box indicates a question node,
otherwise an answer candidate (e.g. Scotland appears twice, once in the question, once as a candidate).
(2) they share the same lexical head(s) (by string matching, e.g. Pacific ‘includes’ western Pacific).
Finally, the transitive closure is performed over the graph:
equivalent(X,Y ) ∧ equivalent(Y,Z) → equivalent(X,Z)
equivalent(X,Y ) ∧ includes(Y,Z) → includes(X,Z)
includes(X,Y ) ∧ includes(Y,Z) → includes(X,Z)
The answer model shown in Fig. 6 has been generated by QAAM for the set of question and answer extraction given
in Fig. 5. (Notice transitive closure over inclusion has not been performed yet on this graph.)
Two distinct functions were then used to sort nodes from the same model using different re-ranking features based
on the graph’s properties.
3.5. Re-ranking features
Fig. 7 shows the answer model generated for the question Where is Glasgow? (Scotland and Britain are both correct
answers but TREC judges accepted Scotland only). While information fusion could select several nodes with their
relationships and generates an answer, for instance Glasgow is in Scotland, Britain, here we stick to a single node and
the string it yields, as required in the TREC 11th evaluation for factoid questions ([29]).4
Once such a model has been generated, several properties, based on the topology of the graph, are computed to
compare nodes. The first characteristic to be noticed is that the graph has four distinct components: the connected
4 We used the graph visualization tool Graphviz [14] to automatically generate the following graphs as views of the corresponding models.
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subgraph including Britain (A) and the three singletons (B, C, D). When we refer to the partition of a node, we mean
the connected component the node is member of.
Another characteristic is the connectivity between a question node and its neighbors: What answer nodes are related
to a question nodes? Are they equivalent or do they entail or include the question node?
So for each node, we computed the following features we motivate below:
(a) Does the node derive from the question or is it equivalent to a question node?
(b) How many question nodes is the node directly related to?
(c) How many question nodes are present in its partition of the graph?
(d) How large is its partition?
(e) How many children does it have by transitive inclusion?
(f) How many nodes is it equivalent to?
(a) excludes nodes that paraphrase the question.5 In Fig. 7, Glasgow has been found as a potential answer by a
QA system but a graph edge indicates it is equivalent to a node from the question and thus it is eliminated from the
list of candidate nodes.
(d) measures the size of the partition (which stands for its semantic field) of the node being considered. (f) measures
redundancy, while (b) and (c) check the relation of the node to the question. (e) gives a measure of specificity. The
fewer are its children by inclusion, the more specific we take a node to be. For instance, Britain has more children by
inclusion than Scotland and is thus considered less specific. Notice that (d), (e) and (f) count both question and answer
nodes.
The experiment we carried out compares two different methods of combining these features in order to choose one
of the nodes as an answer to the original question.
• the baseline method sorts nodes based only on features that relate the question and a single answer—i.e. (a)
and (b).
• fusion makes use of all the features in the order: (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f), and reflects relations between (i.e.
fusion of) multiple nodes. The order defines a preference: For instance, a specific node (e) that occurs only once
would be preferred to a less specific node that is more redundant (f).
The experiment allows us to quantify the contribution of candidate answers, be they correct, incorrect but related,
or just incorrect.
Notice that features (c), (d), (e) and (f) make use of relations between any kind of nodes and thus cannot be used
by the baseline. For instance, according to feature (c), London in Fig. 7 is related to one question node, Glasgow, by
5 Only for questions such as What do you call a newborn kangaroo? should the answer be a paraphrase of (part of) the question.
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following paths between answer nodes. This cannot be used for the baseline. If the path does not actually contain any
answer node, it is then equivalent to feature (b), which is a baseline feature.
Finally, the node with the longest string was selected for tie-breaking as the task is to get the most accurate answer,
which we heuristically associate with length.
3.6. Results and error analysis
For the 85 questions, the top-ranked answer from the baseline was correct in 42 cases (49%), and the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) over all 85 questions was 0.63. In contrast, the top-ranked answer from fusion was correct in
62 cases (72%), and the MRR over all questions was 0.82. (MRR evaluates overall ranking:∑q1
r
, where r is the rank
of the first correct answer for each question.)
Fusion found the same 42 correct answers as the baseline, plus 20 others. The first answers provided by the
baseline were incorrect in the following cases:
• In 9 cases, no relation could be drawn between a question node and an answer node. In these cases, the selection
among answer nodes is random. In contrast, the strategy based on fusion was given a clue by connections between
answer candidates and selected the most specific and redundant node in the largest partition. From the model
shown in Fig. 8, the baseline selected the incorrect answer free-lance as first answer, using fusion, the system
proposed Luxor, the most specific node, and then Egypt.
• In 11 cases, there were relations between question nodes and incorrect answer nodes. In these cases, fusion was
helped by comparing the specificity of each node (6 cases), the redundancy score (1 case) and the string length
(4 cases) while the baseline’s choice was again random. For instance, in Fig. 7, the baseline chose Britain, which is
not accepted as a correct answer. The fusion controller’s choice was first Scotland and in second position Britain.
The experiment generated 85 answer models with an overall count of 841 nodes (16.64% from questions and
83.35% from extractions) and 785 relations. 59.6% of the relations occurred between answers only, 38.7% between a
question and an answer node, while 1.7% were discovered among question nodes. There can be a few relations among
the nodes projected from the question. For instance, the model draws an inclusion between the two nodes Rome and
Italy projected from What river runs through Rome, Italy? (TREC, 1836). The proportion of relations among answers
only is the largest one, which may give a clue why fusion performed better than the baseline.
Most of QAAM’s relation discovery exploits the inclusion relation (on average 6 inclusion relations per model
against 3 equivalence relations), probably a consequence of the kind of question we focused on (‘where’-questions
inducing an entailment or an inclusion with their answers).
Inclusion was also the main relation found among answers. Previous studies on answer re-ranking were mainly
based on the computation of answer frequencies. For example, Brill et al. [4] and Clark et al. [8] both used a simple
string matching to compute redundancy among answers, i.e. a rough equivalence. Although our data set is biased
towards spatial inclusion, it is clear that it is worth exploiting other kinds of relations among answers.
The inclusion relation can also involve incorrect nodes, especially if the question contains a common functional
term like capital in What is the capital of Ethiopia? (TREC, 1161). In this case, London was linked to the question
node projected from capital. Although incorrect with respect to the given question, it helped fusion by enlarging the
partition of the graph relating to capitals, which actually contains the correct answer.
Fig. 9 describes the overall distribution of correct and incorrect answer nodes among relations.
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Fig. 10. What continent is Scotland in? (TREC, 1647) QAAM graph helped by an oracle.
Table 3
Comparative results for re-ranking
Baseline Fusion
1st-rank score MRR 1st-rank score MRR
Stand-alone 49% 0.63 72% 0.82
With an oracle 65% 0.71 78% 0.85
The count of relations involving incorrect answer nodes is actually massive—541, representing 68.9% of the total
number of relations. The distribution of relations between correct answer nodes only is small (13.2%). On average
there were only a few inclusion relations between them. It might be that incorrect but related answers actually helped.
If we had an oracle indicating which answer nodes are correct or incorrect, so that the system only draws relations
between question nodes and correct answer nodes, only 29.42% of the current relations would have been inferred.
To check the role of incorrect answer nodes, we carried out another experiment with such an oracle. Fig. 10 is
the graph generated by QAAM with an oracle for the answer model in Fig. 6, generated without an oracle from the
following set of question and extractions:
The intuition behind this experiment was that if it could improve the baseline by blocking relations between ques-
tion nodes and incorrect answer nodes, it would also lower fusion results by influencing features such as the partition
size of a node (the number of related neighbours plus the node itself).
Results shown in Table 3 show that the use of an oracle significantly improved the baseline. However, results for
fusion unexpectedly showed improvement as well, though not as large as for the baseline. This shows that a strategy
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answers than a strategy that considers only relations between questions and answers alone.
The work reported in this section was for a restricted set of questions, for which development of an appropriate
evaluation metric was relatively easy. For completely open questions, we need to think more broadly and carefully
about evaluation of answer models.
4. Discussion
We now review some difficulties we have encountered in trying to go beyond two limitations of our first experiment:
(1) dealing with completely open questions, and (2) considering a greater diversity of candidates. To overcome the
first limitation, we considered all the QA questions from TREC 10 and 11. To overcome the second, we used web
input (top-100 snippets by Google in response to a query based on question keywords) and had QAAM deliver an
answer cluster from the model instead of a single node, in order to approximate alternative answers. Re-Ranking of
clusters was evaluated against a sentence baseline. While we reported improvement in re-ranking [11], we encountered
problems in answer modeling that were not obvious in our first experiment on location questions, due primarily to
(1) the ratio between correct and incorrect answers, and (2) the more heterogeneous input. The bottle-neck of our
evaluation was the difficulty to assess the value of our clustering technique and the absence of evaluation material for
alternative answers. These problems are discussed below.
4.1. Problems associated with answer modeling
Answer modeling is a technique to organize answer candidates (raw unstructured information) into clusters through
inference of relationships. Here we discuss the choice of relationships to be inferred and how to infer them (Sec-
tion 4.1.1) and the value of contextual information that one candidate can bring to another (Section 4.1.2), identified
in our first experiment as ‘incorrect but related answers’.
4.1.1. Relationships
In our first experiment, relationships between candidates tended to relate to geographic knowledge. e.g. Africa is
a continent, Edinburgh is part of Scotland. When working with more heterogeneous input (i.e., more varied question
types and answer candidates), we noticed a resource coverage problem that was only latent in our first experiment.
Specifically, our first experiment benefited from WordNet’s relatively good coverage of geographic data. Although
a few relationships were not covered (for instance Perth was mentioned as part of Australia but not Scotland), WordNet
still provided general knowledge that was only implicit in the dataset.
With more heterogeneous input, gaps in WordNet’s coverage have become more problematic and also a bias. For
instance, to the question What is vertigo?, TREC 10 systems found the following answers in the AQUAINT corpus:
dizziness, disorientation, sensation motion, tinnitus, skewed balance. The same question posed to the Web finds,
in addition, that it is a company, Photoshop plug-in, paragliding and hang-gliding competition, comics series and
Alfred Hitchcock film. Although the AQUAINT corpus contains mentions of the film, the film was not among the
accepted answers because a TREC QA requirement is to provide the most expected answer. This appears to bias
answers towards the resource used, instead of being representative of the search corpus. According to WordNet, the
most expected answer is the symptom, while on the web, it is actually the film. (We compared the frequency of both
associations.)
Reconsidering what we can expect from WordNet and how we should use it, WordNet appears especially useful
to infer conceptual knowledge that is not explicit in the data, such as an inventor is a person or Africa is a continent.
It is useful for drawing similarities between candidates, where the notion of similarity is defined by equivalence and
inclusion. Looking again at a larger and more heterogeneous input and different question types, similarity is a good
basis for clustering, but it has a downside. For instance, Agra and Atlantic City are both cities, and this similarity helps
to improve answer selection and re-ranking. However, in order to generate answer clusters that are representative of
alternative answers, we need relations that indicate differences between candidates. Looking at nodes surrounding
Agra, we see Mughal architecture, the emperor Shah Jahan, wonders of the world, but never casino or Trump Taj
Mahal. These latter, on the other hand, are two prominent (i.e. very frequent) candidates surrounding Atlantic City.
As a means of making such distinctions, we are currently investigating a context-based relationship along the lines
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general knowledge, and another context-based technique to (1) identify similarities missed through gaps in WordNet
and (2) distinguish alternative contexts.
4.1.2. Incorrect but related candidates
Besides relationships that help organizing the input, we discovered from our first experiment that some
candidates—themselves incorrect answers but related to correct ones—were playing a role in connecting nodes in
answer models, and thereby telling us something about the answer. This section looks at such candidates more closely.
In our first experiment, the minimum ratio of correct to total answer candidates was 16.6% (i.e., one correct for
each five incorrect answers). Because answer candidates were judgments from TREC QA systems, QAAM benefited
from the filtering the systems had performed, and the input was somewhat homogeneous. When working with a larger
set of more heterogeneous data (from the top 100 snippets returned by Google), this ratio varied below 5%.
Using the web as a direct raw input, we had to deal with a very large unfiltered and heterogeneous input: 100
snippets generated around 1000 keywords per question. A standard technique for filtering is to tile the input, selecting
only candidates located around a question word and fitting an answer type, e.g. for a time question, one would only
select time values around a question word. However, from our first experiment, it appeared that incorrect but related
candidates were helping to connect candidates and generate large clusters around correct answers. We do not want
to filter out such candidates, even though they do not necessarily fit the required answer type. Besides, we believe
pin-pointing such candidates could help justify alternative answers. For instance, pin-pointing Mughal architecture
can help justify the Taj Mahal in Agra, while pin-pointing casino and Trump Taj Mahal can help justify the Taj Mahal
in Atlantic City. (We discuss answer justification as part of an evaluation of fusion-based QA below.) The difficulty is
then to distinguish such incorrect but related candidates from unrelated and incorrect answers.
We are looking to do this by introducing new node typing in answer models. For location questions, we only
distinguished between question and ‘answer’ nodes. We propose now to distinguish between:
• question nodes projected from the question.
• answer nodes that directly match an answer type expected by the question type (e.g. a four-digit string is con-
sidered a year and is assumed to fit the answer type for a time question). We call these directly matching nodes
nuclear nodes, i.e. nodes that contain a core information.
• satellite nodes are the remaining nodes found in the neighborhood of a nuclear node or a question node.
The notion of nuclear node currently relies on answer types through pattern matching and semantic type checking.
However we are currently investigating whether such nodes have typical relations with a question node or their satellite
neighbours. In parallel, what is the typical position of a satellite in the topology of graph models? Are there typical
relations that do not vary across question types? Or if they vary, do they correlate with an answer typing based on
a distinction such as time versus location questions. We expect to learn something from this approach, as previous
research has shown relational typing could help. For example, Prager et al. [26] describe the benefit of using WordNet
hypernyms to answer definition questions. Our interrogation is also close to the problem of query expansion: What are
the words that tend to surround a correct answer, and, in our approach, do they have a typical relation with question
nodes and nuclear nodes?
4.2. Problems with answer model evaluation
The second main issue was assessing the value of the clustering performed in answer models. Our choice of
inference techniques is currently experimental. Re-ranking is an evaluation method that tells us about the accuracy of
answer selection, not the quality of clustering. Our objective is to make use of answer model clusters to provide the
end user with a better view of the answer as a whole, i.e. including alternative answers and eventually their respective
structure (granularity). There is currently no evaluation material for such ‘golden clusters’. The CBC4Kids corpus
[21] provides questions about news stories, which have multiple answer key represented as a flat list of alternatives.
Nevertheless, the given answers are not always alternatives, and can vary in granularity or phrasing. But their relations
are not annotated. Producing such ‘golden answer clusters’ for evaluation is difficult and might not be actually feasible.
(See Sparck-Jones [28] regarding more openness towards provided answers.)
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biguity. That is, a particular string in the question (e.g. Taj Mahal) had multiple denotations, and different answer
candidates were appropriate to each. What we have begun to see in our larger experiment are cases of answer ambigu-
ity, independent of question ambiguity. That is, there can be ambiguous answers to both ambiguous and unambiguous
questions, as shown in the following example:
Where is the Danube found?
(A) The town is home to Bulgaria’s largest Danube port.
(B) The Danube is a light riding and draft horse found in Bulgaria.
With an ambiguous question such as Where is the Danube found?, the phrase the Danube can refer to the Danube
River (A) or the Danube breed of horses (B). But it turns out that Bulgaria hosts both: the Danube River flows through
Bulgaria, and Danube horses are bred there. Thus Bulgaria turns out to be an ambiguous answer, because the evidence
for it is of two completely different types. This can happen even when the question itself is unambiguous. For example,
Scotland has two different towns named Tomintoul, both of which are places where one can ski in the winter. The
question Where can one ski in Scotland? is itself unambiguous, but the answer Tomintoul is ambiguous, since the two
places can be distinguished geographically.
Wherever possible, we would like to correctly handle answer ambiguity as well as question ambiguity. The main
issue is the choice of an appropriate evaluation method to ensure that systems have a correct handle on the answers
they provide, i.e. besides answer strings, one should also assess the respective justifications provided by the system.
Justifications were introduced temporarily in TREC 11 [29] but removed later on. Most participants used the
context surrounding the answer string as a justification. Currently, TREC answers must be supported by a document,
which would create problems for human assessment if they all had to be assessed manually. Fusion-based techniques
would make this assessment even lengthier, with potentially several documents provided as support for a single answer.
In our own answer models, we believe that satellites could provide short and effective justifications. Satellites of a
question node could disambiguate the question if required (e.g. casino versus Mughal architecture for the Taj Mahal).
Satellites of nuclear nodes could help interpret the answer: Answering When was the telegraph invented? with 1844
associated to Morse, besides 1837 to Wheatstone and Cooke, is clearer than a non-justified list of dates.
To sum up, we believe it is a requirement for QA on free-text to provide, besides a well pin-pointed answer, the
perspective in which the answer was found. We are using the term perspective along the lines of Cardie et al. [7]
on multiple-perspective QA. This research addresses questions about opinions, e.g. Has there been any change in
the official opinion from China towards the 2001 annual US report on human rights since its release? Cardie et al.
envisage a multi-perspective question answering that views the task as one of opinion-oriented information extraction.
From our point such questions are still difficult to handle automatically. However, factoid questions, although simpler,
already address similar issues as witnessed by their multiple answers. Multiple answers are not always due to different
opinions per se. For instance, differences in granularity or phrasing do not indicate different opinions: They rely on
the same perspective. Alternative answers such as the invention of the telegraph may also not indicate inconsistency
on the specific date but what one is considering as the first telegraph.
We are investigating current evaluation methods in opinion-oriented QA, research in modeling external knowledge
from multiple streams [12,19,33,34] and QA oriented towards event recognition (e.g. issues addressed by TERQAS,
an ARDA Workshop on Time and Event Recognition for Question Answering Systems). Also, research in general
text clustering for IR [35,36] has addressed similar issues regarding assessment of the clustering process besides its
accuracy.
5. Conclusion
It is far from rare for there to be multiple answers in open domain QA. We have investigated the possible uses of
such multiplicity for both improving accuracy and quality of answers. We found that answers have relational properties
which help merging extractions into larger, and thus more salient groups of answer candidates. Whereas equivalence
and near-equivalence have been used successfully in frequency counts as a discriminating feature to rerank answers,
we have shown that granularity, i.e. inclusion, can serve as a stronger criterion for this purpose.
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incorrect candidates. We distinguish two kinds of incorrect answer candidates. Some are definitely wrong, but others,
even though incorrect, do relate to an answer topic. These incorrect but related candidates help (1) by linking correct
answers to each other and (2) by providing background information that can be used to explain answer multiplicity.
We argued in favour of a QA evaluation that takes into account fusion-based technology and thus assess not only the
correctness of the answer but also the relevant context, as perceived by the system, in order to provide an accurate
perspective on the given answer.
Although to date, the QA community has mainly focused on obtaining correct answers, it is aware that a further
hurdle is the user interface. We believe contextual assessment is required to further address the user needs. Besides
answer models, we propose to integrate the MVC design pattern to address answer rendering. Our current rendering
is limited and static. However, the MVC would allow models to be reused and incrementally enriched for interactive
QA, achieving the kinds of informational dialogs envisioned by the authors of the “Roadmap” [6].
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